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!

General Information: Assistant Department Head: Ann Boucher

!Entries will be accepted from 4-H youth in York, Cumberland and Oxford counties. All exhibits are due
in the 4-H building on Tuesday from 6 to 8 PM or Wednesday from 9 AM to Noon. Exhibits must be
removed Sunday between 6 and 6:30 PM. No premiums will be paid for exhibits removed from the hall
before 6:00 PM on Sunday. Premium checks will be mailed to 4-H leaders for distribution.

!Each club exhibiting will provide a hall monitor for at least one shift.
!Notify Ann Boucher at (207)793-2372 by June 30 to reserve space for your individual and one theme
exhibits. After June 30, you may be allowed to exhibit only if there is enough room in the building.
!Bring a completed exhibit sheet with you when you bring in your exhibits. The judges use the exhibit

sheet to record your member’s placing. Premiums will be paid according to these sheets. Be sure to
include the leader’s address. Each club or independent member is responsible for arranging his or her
own display. Judges and building attendants will not arrange your exhibits. Although the Society takes
special precautions for the safety of all exhibits after they are placed on exhibition, it will not be
responsible for any loss or damage that may occur. No live animals shall be placed on exhibit. Judges
decisions will be final.

!Exhibit Rules: Articles for exhibit are to have been finished within the past 12 months. Members will be
limited to one exhibit per project and no more than 10 projects per person. Please have a completed
exhibit card on each exhibit. Exhibit cards can be obtained by calling Ann Boucher, or at the 4-H
building when projects are brought in. Please fill out all areas of the card.

!One-Theme Club Exhibit: Each 4-H Club, as a group, may have an exhibit with a one theme or central

idea; such as health, safety, forestry, citizenship, nutrition, etc. This must be the work of a club and not an
individual person. The name of your club should be visible. These exhibits are judged on theme, title,
overall appearance, educational value and does the exhibit help explain 4-H to the public. Individual
projects may not be shown as both an individual project and part of a One-Theme Exhibit. Space allowed
for exhibiting One-Theme Exhibits may be no larger than 1/2 of a table and 1/2 of the floor space in front
of the table (if needed).

!One-Theme Premiums: 1st place - $50; 2nd place - $40; 3rd place - $30; 4th place - $20; 5th place - $10
!Individual Exhibits: Be sure the exhibit meets the requirements listed below. Exhibits, which do not

meet these requirements, will be disqualified. The 4-H member must make all exhibits. No kits, mixes,
paint by number or pre-stamped patterns will be accepted. The Danish System of scoring will be used on
the individual exhibits. You may display only one exhibit for each category unless otherwise stated.
Members are encouraged to move on to the next level. Do not repeat.

!Individual Exhibit Premiums: Blue - $2.50; Red - $2.00; White - $1.50
!Judges Award: A rosette may be awarded for projects that the judging team feels deserves recognition for
exhibits that show outstanding workmanship, quality or creative ability.
!
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NOTEBOOKS will include a cover, title page, table of contents, illustrations, research material, and
short story about the project.

!BOOK REPORTS should include title of book, author, publisher, number of pages, brief summary of the
book, and illustrated cover made by member. Member will not use a graded school book report.
!SCRAPBOOK will be judged on neatness, creativity, and quality. It must contain an introductory page,
index, and captions.
!POSTERS ages 5-8 must have a title in 2” letters and be on a standard poster board measuring 14” x 22”
or 22” x 28”. Poster should have colored photographs taken with your camera, cut out of a magazine or
hand drawings are acceptable.
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CITIZENSHIP/CIVIC EDUCATION
AB Citizenship (local, state, national)
AD Cultural Education - A notebook project on cultural heritage.
AE Intergenerational Programming
AF Understanding Physical Limits
AG Volunteerism
AH Service Learning
AI Community Service

!COMMUNICATION & EXPRESSIVE ARTS

BA Communication Arts
BAA Speaking/Radio/TV
BAB Writing/Print
BB Performing Art
BBA Clowning/Mime
BBB Dance/Theater - Create puppets
BBD Music/Sound - A series of 4x6 pictures of a member performing a musical piece with a
story on what the member has done in the project
BC Visual Arts
BCAA Crafts - 4-H craft projects must be educational in nature and involve an
appropriate level of difficulty with respect. Item that does not display that member’s age
and skill level, or that does not show educational merit. Members are encouraged to
include a card explaining any unique features of their project. Members may enter two
classes.
BCAA1 Super simple craft like metal craft, leather facing, popsicle stick, plastic
craft, mosaics, gimps, etc.
BCAA2 Beginner crafts like foam craft, felt, copper enameling, macrame,
candles, glass, stone and seed crafts, baskets, yarn, feather, raffia, etc.
BCAA3 Intermediate crafts including tooled leather, woodcarving, original
centerpieces, ceramics, shaded liquid embroidery, advanced candle, etc.
BCAA4 Advanced crafts requiring several hours or work like small latch-hook
wall decorations or pillow covers.
BCAA5 Long term crafts, for example, braided or hooked rugs, sheet metal, etc.
4-H selected.
BCAB Creative Arts - Creative arts exhibits will be judged according to creativity, use
of media selected, and degree of challenge to member’s age and experience. No
collections.
BCAB1 Creative sketching - pens, ink or pencil
BCAB2 Advanced creative sketching - pastels and charcoal
BCAB3 Fashion design package - original designs: contemporary or historical
BCAB4 Sculptures or 3-D art forms
BCAB5 Original collection or montage
BCAB6 Poster design - single poster or set of demonstration posters
BCAB7 Oil and Acrylics - freehand: mounted and framed
BCAB8 Watercolor - freehand: mounted, backed and framed
BCAB9 Mechanical arts drafting projects (i.e. diagram of structures of motors)
BCAB10 House plans: original
BCAB11 Paints: oil, acrylic, or water on slate, wood or other surfaces
BCAB12 Needlework - All articles must be finished - pillows are stuffed, and
pictures are framed or mounted. Entry may be candle wicking, crewel,
crocheting, cross-stitch embroider, knitting, tatting and netting. Members
are encouraged to include a card explaining their advanced or long-term

project.
BCABA Beginner Needlework - mini-picture, mini-pillow, mittens, scarf
or hat
BCABB Intermediate Needlework - sleeveless sweater, vest, picture or
pillow
BCABC Advanced - sweaters with sleeves, baby blankets or layette set
BCABD Long term projects - detailed sweater
BCC Graphic Arts Displays Exhibits
BCD Photography - Color or Black and White (All photos must either be a 5x7” or 8x10” and
mounted)
BCD1 Beginner - One photo of each: people, landscape and animal
BCD2 Intermediate - One photo of each: people, landscape, animal, seascape and
comedy
BCD3 Senior - A collection of 15 mounted photographs, at least 3 animals, 3 people, 3
landscapes and 6 miscellaneous. Displayed in an album.
BCD4 Advanced - Either a collection of 3 different photos using special effects (include
a card describing the process used) OR a collection of 3 photos, developed and printed by
exhibitor.

!CONSUMER/FAMILY SCIENCES

CA Child Development, Child care, Babysitting
CA1 Toy or game displaying appropriate skills for age level.
CA2 Poster displaying appropriate child care concerns (a toy, nutrition, or safety)
CB Clothing or Textile - Members exhibit an article in the class that corresponds with their skill
level. Beginner class refers to members in their first or second year of sewing. Skill levels are
broken down according to the “Guidelines for 4-H Clothing Construction” projects.
CB1 Beginner Sewing - projects using no pattern or very simple commercial pattern with
straight stitching. Articles to include: laundry bag, duffel bag, stuffed animal, slippers or
apron.
CB2 Beginner clothing construction - projects using easy patterns with mostly straight
seams, facings, armholes, neckline. Articles to include: elastic casing or drawstring skirt,
shorts or pants, buttonless vest, pullover jumper or cape, etc.
CB3 Intermediate clothing construction - projects with specialized construction
techniques including T-shirt, pajamas, vest with buttons, unlined jacket or blazer, blouse,
skirt, pants or dress, etc.
CB4 Advanced clothing construction - projects involving advanced techniques including
pleated skirts, lined blazers or specialty fabrics.
CB5 Quilting
CC Consumer Education
CC1 Home Management - to include family budget with mortgage, babysitting fees,
insurance and normal associated expenses for family of 3 (2 adults, 1 baby)
CC2 Personal Management - set up a personal budget for a single person
CD Home Environment
CD1 Home Furnishing - to include a model of floor plans, location of windows, doors,
and appliances in relation to layout of home.
CD2 Home Decoration - interior decorating to include a model of one room in a home
and how best to arrange furniture and decorations (pictures, lamps or wall hangings, etc.)
CE Parenting and Family Education

ENVIRONMENTAL EDUCATION & EARTH SCIENCE
DA Environmental Stewardship/General
DB Earth, Water, and Air
DBA Geology and Materials
DBA1 First & Second Year: 10 different rocks or minerals properly labeled.

Specify where found.
DBA2 Third and Fourth year: 15 different rocks or minerals properly labeled.
Specify where found.
DBA3 Five or more years: 20 different rocks or minerals properly labeled.
Specify where found.
DBB Weather and Climate
DBC Soils and Soil Conservation
DBD Water
DC Energy
DC1 Home
DC2 Farm
DC3 Transportation
DDA Forestry - Members may enter in two Divisions*, one entry only.
DDA1 *Wood Collection
DDAA1 Specimens - 10 specimen minimum, 2”x4”x3/8” sections. Identify by
common and scientific name on back. List common manufacturer use.
DDAB2 Decorative - (such as wall plaques), 5 specimen minimum. Identify by
common and scientific name on back.
DDAC3 Utility - (such as cutting board, silverware tray), 5 specimen minimum.
Identify by common and scientific name on back.
DDA2 Cone Collection
DDAC4 Specimens - 10 specimen minimum, list common uses of trees or
lumber. Whole cones only. Identify by common and scientific name.
DDAD5 Decorative - such as wreaths, 5 specimen minimum, nuts may be used.
Cones and nuts must be identified by common and scientific name.
DDA3 Leaf Collection
DDAE6 10 specimen minimum. Identify by common and scientific name. Note
wood uses and geographic range. Display in a loose leaf notebook.
DDA4 Photographic Display - Display your forestry project. Minimum of 10
photographs. Judged on both quality and subject matter (cordwood cutting, timber stand
improvement, disease damage).
DDA5 Forest Insects - 3 specimens properly mounted; explanation of damage; and
explanation of life cycle of each specimen.
DDA6 Cross Section of Tree - Note historical personals, or family events indicated by
growth rings, explanation of dates should be presented on accompanying chart.
DDA7 Firewood - Educational display of firewood, minimum of 10 species of wood used
for fuel. Burning and heating characteristics explained. No larger than 3” diameter and
12” length.
DDA8 Wild Edibles - Minimum 4 specimens with explanation of scientific and common
name. List a dish you would serve specimen in.
DDA9 Ecological Balance of the Forest
DDA10 Maple Syrup
DDA11 Christmas Tree - 4-H grown Christmas tree (state age and species on tag). Potted
or cut.
DDC Wildlife and Fisheries
DDC1 Beginner - Poser of 5-10 tracks or fish. Identify 5-10 birds on poster.
DDC2 Advanced - Poster of 10-15 tracks or fish. Also include small notebook
identifying animal habitat and food sources. May do birds too.
DDC3 Collection of 5 wet ties, tied by exhibitor.
DDC4 Collection of 5 dry ties, tied by exhibitor.
DE Outdoor Education/Recreation
DE1 Outdoor Living notebook
DE2 Hiking bag with proper equipment for overnight camping trip. Label all equipment.
DE3 A game, puzzle, or other item for family entertainment.

DEA Shooting Sports
DEA1 Archery - Bow with 10 parts labeled.
DEA2 Firearms - A poster with 10 parts of a gun properly labeled.
DF Waste Management
DFA Composting - Build a compost bin.
DFB Recycling
DFB1 Create an item from recycled material. Name items recycled.
DFB2 Show 10 items to be recycled and the proper disposal techniques. (i.e.
batteries, plastic)
DFC Household Hazardous Waste
DFC1 Show 10 items in your house that are hazardous material and the proper
disposal of each.
EC Food and Nutrition - No mixes allowed. Disposable plates must be used. All items must be
covered with plastic wrap prior to arrival. Exhibit must be accompanied with a 3”x5” recipe card.
EC1 Beginner - 5 cookies, or 5 brownies, or quick bread
EC2 Intermediate - A single crust pie, frosted cake (no decorations), or 5 muffins, or 3
biscuits.
EC3 Advanced - Two crust pie, or 5 yeast rolls, or one loaf of yeast bread, or coffee cake.
EC4 Four years and beyond - Multi-layered, decorated cake
ECA Eat Well - Member may have one entry in classes 1-4 and also one entry in classes 5-7.
ECA1 Home packed lunch box including one baked item. Include food guide pyramid.
ECA2 Breakfast menu poster with recipes. Include food guide pyramid.
ECA3 Luncheon menu poster with recipes. Include food guide pyramid.
ECA4 Menus for meals (one full day) use the food guide pyramid.
ECA5 International foods - recipe (3”x5” card) must accompany the entry.
ECA6 Cake Decorating - does not have to be on a cake.
ECA7 Special Diet - to include one food specific to special diet, i.e. low sodium or low
sugar, soy product, etc.
ECB Food Safety
ECC Food Preservation
ECC1 Exhibit 3 different jars. Can be canned vegetables, fruit pickle, jam, or jelly.
Show canning method used. Must be done by exhibitor. Jars should be labeled.
ECC2 Dried food or herbs. Collection of 5 herbs or 5 different foods that are displayed
neatly with correct labels for each.
ED Physical Health
EDA Fitness and Sports
EE Safety
EEA ATV
EEB Automotive
EEC Bicycle
EED Communication for Child Safety
EEE Emergency Preparedness
EEF Tractor and Machinery Safety

!PERSONAL DEVELOPMENT & LEADERSHIP

FA Career Exploration & Employability
FB Critical Thinking
FC Economic, Business/Marketing/Entrepreneurship
FD Introduction to 4-H Projects
FE Hobbies and Collectables - Collections; not eligible in any other division, (i.e. stamp or coin)
FEA1 First Year - 10 items identifying the item and where you found or purchased them.
FEA2 Second Year - 20 items identifying the item and where you found or purchased
them.
FEA3 Third Year - 30 items identifying the item and where you found or purchased them

and their uniqueness.
FF Leadership Skills Development
FG Leadership Education
FH Personal Development
FI Reading Literacy - Read a book and write a report. Members should not use a graded school
report!
FJ Social Recreation Skills - Develop a game for a group of people.

!ANIMALS

Members may do a notebook or scrapbook. Read the description under the rules of a notebook
and scrapbook.
One entry per class. Members, who are 5-8 years old, may do a poster. The rules for a poster are
in the introduction.
GBA Aquaculture
GBB Beef
GBC Birds/Poultry
GBD Cats
GBE Dogs
GBF Dairy Cattle
GBG Goats
GB2 Livestock - Member may enter two classes.
GB2A Six brown or white eggs. Graded.
GB2B One piece of homemade poultry or livestock equipment.
GB2C Animal by-products (i.e. fleeces, hides, cheese)

!PLANTS

GBA Crops/Weeds
GBA1 Forages
A Hay - First crop, one flake properly tied.
B Haylage* sample
C Grass silage*
*denotes: please use a one quart Mason jar with lid to display
GCB Flower Gardening & House Plants may enter two classes. Grown by member except
GCB1 Cut Flower Arrangement - Only the cut flowers and arrangement will be judged.
GCB2 Cut Flower Arrangement - Arrangement and quality will be judged as well as
container.
GCB3 Dry Flower - Arrangement, corsages, or holiday decorations
GCB4 Best Group of 3 Annuals in one container
GCB5 Best Group of 3 Perennials in one container
GCB6 House plant or hanging plant grown by member
GCB7 Terrarium or window box plants grown by member and designed by member.
GCB8 Map of home grounds and landscaping built to scale and having identification
number with corresponding key.
GCC Garden Fruits/Vegetables - To be judged on quality, uniformity, and arrangement. May
enter 2 classes. Grown by member.
GCC1 Vegetable and Fruit Display
GCC2 Vegetable Display - To consist of 5 field crops to be selected from the following: 3
each of any vegetable: potatoes, red and green tomatoes, beets, onions, peas in a pod,
spinach, zucchini, summer squash, cherry tomatoes, string beans or other vegetables of
same size. One head of broccoli or cabbage may be used.
GCC3 Decorated Vegetable - No carved vegetables
GCC4 Berries - Pint basket of cultivated berries from member’s own garden.

GCC5 Minimum of 5 dried herbs displayed and properly identified.
GCD Ornamental Horticulture
GCD1 Gourd display must contain at least 5 different gourds grown by member.

!SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY

!

HA Science/Technology Literacy - Read a book on a subject and do a book report.
HB Biological Science
HBA Animal Science
HBB Aquatic Science
HBC Entomology and Bees (no live bugs)
HBC1 Beginner - 15 different species of inspect and common name
HBC2 Level 2 - Minimum of 25 different species in at least 5 different orders, with
common names.
HBC3 Level 3- Minimum of 35 different mounted species in at least 6 different orders,
with scientific names.
HBC4 Level 4 - Minimum of 45 different mounted species in at least 7 different orders,
with scientific names.
HBC5 Pint of Honey - Filter and labeled from members own bees.
HBC6 Display of Beekeeping Equipment - Label the equipment, use and purpose.
HBD Food Science
HBE Marine Science
HBF Meat Science
HBG Plant Science
HBH Poultry Science and Embryology
HBI Veterinary Science
HC Technology and Engineering
HCA Aerospace
HCA1 Single-stage model rocket
HCA2 Multi-stage model rocket
HCA3 Model airplane
HCB Automotive
HCC Bicycle
HCD Computer Technology
HCE Electric
HCE1 One article repaired as part of the electrical project.
HCE2 One article made or constructed as part of the electrical project.
HCF Electronics
HCG Engines, Tractors and Field Equipment
HCH Wood Science and Industrial Arts
HCH1 One article repaired as part of the 4-H woodworking project.
HCH2 One article constructed with hand tools as part of the 4-H woodworking project.
HCH3 One article constructed with power tools as part of the 4-H woodworking project.
HCH4 One article of furniture, finished by approved methods and constructed as part of
the 4-H woodworking project.
HCI GIS/GPS
HD Physical Science
HDA Astronomy
HDB Chemistry
HDC Mathematics
HDD Physics
XXXX Wildcard Entry - Enter a project that you completed but does not fit into any above
classes. Limit to one entry. NO POSTERS.

